
Position Profile
Associate Head of School 2023-24 and Head of School 2024-25

Lycée International de Calgary
Calgary, Alberta, Canada

The School and its Mission

Founded in 1966, Lycée International de Calgary (formerly Lycée Louis Pasteur) is a
nondenominational private school for Grades PK-12 and the only school in Calgary teaching the French
Ministry of Education (MOE) and Alberta Education curricula. This differentiates the Lycée Calgary from
the French Immersion and Francophone schools in Calgary. With an enrolment of 450+ students,
representing 34 nationalities and all linguistic backgrounds, Lycée Calgary embodies a true multicultural
and multilingual school. It delivers “the best of what Europe and Canada have to offer” in terms of
academic excellence, and physical and emotional well-being.

Lycée Calgary is also the only member in Calgary of the prestigious Agency for French Education
Abroad (AEFE), a network of over 500 schools in 140 countries. It is one of only 8 member schools in
Canada. Students Grade 9 and older may enjoy the unique opportunity of spending a trimester or year
abroad at other AEFE network schools.

Lycée Calgary students are well prepared for the Brevet Exams (Grade 9) awarded by the French
MOE; the French Baccalaureate (Grade 12), recognized for university entrance worldwide; the Alberta
Provincial Achievement tests (Grades 6-9) and the high school Diploma Exams (Grade 12).

To support its mission, “to provide a challenging and stimulating bilingual education within a
multicultural and multidisciplinary environment” and its vision, “education for vision in the global
community,” Lycée Calgary’s strategic plan has three pillars: educational excellence, a vibrant
community that develops the next generation of leaders, and a sustainable future including enhanced
eco-friendly and environmentally sustainable facilities, and financial growth and stability.

Lycée Calgary has established the Diversity and Belonging Committee, an ad hoc committee of the
Board, whose purpose is to support and cultivate the development, among all Lycée community
members, of a deep appreciation for diversity and a celebration of our differences. This encompasses
issues of diversity, equity, inclusion/inclusivity, anti-racism, indigeneity, social justice and human rights.

The Opportunity

Lycée International de Calgary seeks an Associate Head of School (AHoS) for August 2023 who
will become Head of School (HOS) effective August 2024. During the 2023-24 school year, the
AHofS and the outgoing HOS will follow a transition plan to ensure the progressive
implementation of school policies, calendars, projects & initiatives, and the smooth transfer of
responsibilities. The sitting HOS will make decisions related to the 2023-24 year, and beginning
in January 2024, the AhofS/Head-Elect will make decisions for the 2024-25 school year.
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Reporting directly to the HOS for 2023-24, the AHoS will serve on the Lycée's senior management
team. The AHoS will be expected to:

● Promote the School’s vision, mission, values, and its Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Statement
to all constituents.

● Advance the Lycée’s commitment to excellence in all dimensions of school life, in order to fulfill
the strategic plan of Lycée International de Calgary.

● Act as a strategic partner to the HOS and the Board of Directors.
● Be a collaborative partner to the Vice-Principal and the Division Heads, and facilitate

cooperation and communication across all divisions.
● Support the day-to-day operations of the School as requested by the HOS, and be actively

involved in all the academic and business aspects of the School.
● Participate in Board general meetings and committee meetings as needed.
● Be a public advocate for the School’s strategic initiatives, programs and policies, and represent

the HOS as requested.
● Stay abreast of current educational trends and research, and support best practices in

curriculum and pedagogy.
● Support the Vice-Principal and Division Heads throughout faculty hiring, onboarding,

professional development, and the evaluation and coaching process.
● Work with the Vice-Principal and Division Heads to ensure the individual support of students,

and their smooth transition between divisions.
● Support Admissions initiatives, Lycée Advancement efforts and the Facilities Plan.
● Study and absorb the details of Lycée finances and operations.

The Successful Candidate

While recognizing that no single individual is likely to embody all the following strengths and abilities in
equal measure, the following characteristics of the AHoS have been identified as being most important.
This individual will be bilingual in English and French, have a Master’s degree, be qualified under the
French MOE and eligible to get the Leadership Certificate under Alberta Education. Lycée Calgary seeks
a dynamic, authentic, and inspiring leader who demonstrates:

● Extensive experience in building and developing curriculum and programs
● Experience in hiring, developing, evaluating and coaching faculty, with particular expertise in

several of the following areas:
● Expertise in developing innovative programs that reflect project-based learning, student-centred

pedagogy, Diversity, Equity and Inclusion, and research-based teaching and learning
● The AHoS will also have knowledge of or the ability to quickly learn the business side of the

School
● A genuine appreciation of Lycée culture
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● A keen observation and of the School’s strengths and its opportunities for improvement and
growth

● An overall management style characterized by inclusiveness, appropriate transparency,
approachability and support balanced by accountability

● A strategic thinker who thinks creatively and with a long-term view, and remains flexible and open
to new ideas

● Active listening skills and the ability to respond to constituents with empathy, sympathy and
decisiveness

● A proven capacity to communicate orally and in writing to all constituents with confidence, clarity,
vision and humour

An Invitation to Apply:

This is an international search for an Associate Head of School who will be expected to assume
responsibility on August 1, 2023. This individual will transition to become Head of School on August 1,
2024. The compensation and benefits package will be competitive with that offered by Canadian private
schools of similar size and stature. Inquiries are strictly confidential and should be directed to:

John C. Littleford
Senior Partner
Littleford & Associates
P.O. Box 14806
Baton Rouge, LA 70898
1-800-69-TEACH
John@JLittleford.com

Please provide the following: Letter of Application, CV, Statement of Educational Philosophy and three
references. Electronic submission is preferred.
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